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Set in the same world as Faith Hunter's New York Times best-selling Jane Yellowrock novels, the

second Soulwood novel tells the story of a woman whose power comes from deep within the earth.

Before Nell Ingram met skinwalker Jane Yellowrock, she had no one to rely on, finding strength only

in her arcane connection to the dark woods around her. But now she has friends in the newly

formed PsyLED team to keep her grounded - even if being part of the agency responsible for

policing paranormals comes with dangers of its own. After training at the PsyLED academy, Nell

returns home to her woods to find the land feeling sick and restless. And that sickness is spreading.

With the help of her team, under the leadership of agent Rick LaFleur, Nell tries to determine the

cause. But nothing can prepare them for the evil that awaits: an entity that feeds on death itself. And

it wants more.
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Yep, no vamps & no werewolves, at least not at the time.Faith Hunter's new Soulwood #2 "Curse on

the Land" continues the high standards she set in her "Jane Yellowrock" series, but has an entirely

different feel to it. Otherworldly, but sometimes that's because our main character, Nell, was raised

in such seclusion that the modern world can feel like Mars! I love getting a fresh perspective by

looking around through Nell's eyes!Nell is back from Psy-led training, or "Spook School" and happy

to be on her own land, when her first case comes in with a bang! Why are animals being taken over

by the need to walk or swim in circles until death? Why is black tar-ish mold showing up? And will



this continue?And more important, will Occam keep calling Nell "sugar"?This book definitely has

more action than the first, where so much groundwork had to be done. It is actually one of my

favorite kinds of writing, because I learn new science & law enforcement terminology as Nell does,

and I adore reading with my kindle so I can learn more about a particular phrase or word.I

absolutely loved this book, and if you haven't grabbed it yet, now's the time!!Thank you, Faith

Hunter! You make your fans and family proud!

Very different than the fabulous series introduction. Loaded with information and action.Returning

home from spook school, Nell is beginning to integrate her new understanding of the modern world

when her team is called to investigate strange phenomena. Animals are being drawn to certain

locations, then walking in circles till they die. When this behavior starts to affect humans and a dark

mold like substance begins to appear, Nell's team goes into overdrive. Adding to the intensity, Rick

the team leader, is showing signs of profound stress. While Nell's skills are suited to unraveling the

problem she is unused to teamwork and the lowest person in the chain of command.The first book

in this series was a masterpiece of the genre. This book is good but is less character driven, as it

involves both a lot of action and the unraveling of a complex puzzle involving both magic and

science. There is a transition in Nell's character as she has begun integration into the modern world.

There is also a subplot involving Rick who was introduced in the Jane Yellowrock series. His

mistakes come back to bite him painfully. I hope the next book will be soon as both Nell and Rick

have unfinished business to complete. I also very much want to know how Nell's evolution from

church woman to modern woman progresses.These books appear to be the entry point to a new

series about the fascinating Nell, a unique and timely character. I for one am all in.

Faith Hunter has done it again. Her world building skills are awesome. Nells world isn't like any

other world I've ever read about. Action, intrigue, were animals and even a suggestion of romance.

Lots of threads tied up nice and neat and a few left for the next book. I couldn't put the book down

and hated when it ended. Now I'm ready for the next Nell book.

I was so excited to immerse myself in Nell's world again. I've read this book in record time. I'm

about to read it a second time to catch all the tiny bits and pieces I missed the first read. It's an

amazing complex tale with several story lines at once, like all of Faith Hunter's books, and each is

easy to follow yet intriguing and fascinating as a whole. Rick LaFleur has a powerful change in his

life, and true to his nature of having difficulty with gratitude, we're left wondering. Relationships of



Nell's PsyLED team are empowered, and Nell's experiences with her own magic and the Earth grow

and mature. I'm already all ready for the third on the Soulwood series. Faith, you ROCK!!!

Until the next book of Nell's adventures . Great characters, wonderful story. I read this in one long

sitting, could not put it down. I am a huge fan of the Jane Yellowrock books, and now a huge fan of

Nell too. Faith Hunter just keeps getting better and better. Thank you Faith for a wonderful New

character to follow, I hope she has many more stories to tell.

Oh, to know how Jane and Big Cat took the news about Paka and Kemnibi and any solution for

Rick? Will Occam find love with Nell? Will Unit 18 be drawn into the looming visit of the Europeon

Mithrans with danger like a dagger hanging over New Orleans......and Nell find that not only the

Ming Glass boon but Mira are very grateful indeed! The possibility of T. Laine, Nell, Mira and Nell's

"boon" saving Angie baby, oh yes so many scenarios to consider upon while we wait for the next

installment! Pages and chapters long! or perhaps some short stories while we wait,Please

I have been a huge fan of Jane Yellowrock from the beginning. When you love the characters you

don't want the story to end. If it doesn't the author takes a chance of punishing the lead character so

much you can't stand the pain of following the story. Or the story just jumps the shark. We love Jane

and want her to have some happiness in life. We can relax because Nell is another bad ass woman

worthy of our love . She let's us continue to live in the Yellowrock world. She is showing us new and

wonderful things. Jane can relax and enjoy life Nell's got things covered.

Once again Faith Hunter has delivered. It was really enjoyable to watch Nell grow both

professionally and personally. I really liked how Nell is learning to deal with the fact the her magics

are dark. Really enjoed seeing Ricky Boo in a professional light. Can't wait for Book 3!
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